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Discography

Eighteen years after their foundation, they are a classic of the most 
feminine, brave and joyful flamenco. With a Latin Grammy nomination 
and a MIN Awards, Spain's top independent music awards as the Best 
Flamenco Album for their latest "Cuatro", Las Migas are one of the 
most magical and international consolidated flamenco bands. 

After a very intense World Tour throughout Europe, United States 
and Latin America, Las Migas are back stronger than ever to 
broadcast their new album "LIBRES". 

It is their most luminous, joyful and daring work. Produced by Marta 
Robles, who is making her debut in this new assignment; it shows the 
most heartbreaking side of love and life, a tribute to women’s strength, 
nature and freedom. 

Songs with nods to new styles such as country, American pop and 
urban music, always based on the flamenco and Spanish music that 
have always characterized them, conferring them with an unmistakable 
uniqueness. Accompanied by the dance of Carolina la "Chispa", their 
renewed voices, a bunch of freshness and lots of new sounds, Las 
Migas are indeed celebrating.
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"Bulerías de la Zarzamora"

BOOKING
ALEJANDRA VILLARREAL
alevillarreal@escenamusic.com
Tel.  (esp) +34 639 962 635 | (arg) +54 9 11 5964 4131

marta robles 
musical direction, composition, guitars 
and voicess

roser loscos
effects and voices

alicia grillo
production, guitars and voices

carolina fernández 
"la chispa"
voice and dance

escenamusic

2021
08/10 Córdoba

09/10 Sevilla

 10/10 Málaga

 17/10 Maçanet de la Selva

23/10	 Hochfilzen	(AT)

25/10	 Budapest	(HU)

28/10	 Wallisellen	(CH)

29/10	 Bad	Homburg	(DE)

  11/11	 Coburg	(DE)

 12/11 Göppingen	(DE)

 13/11	 Saarbrücken	(DE)

 14/11	 Twist	(DE)

03/12 L'Hospitalet de Ll.

2022
04/02	 Brackenheim	(DE)

05/02	 Markrönigen	(DE)

09/04 Cáceres

29/04 Úbeda

28/05 Vilafranca del P.

06/08 Naumburg	(DE)

Tour

MIN AWARD
BEST FLAMENCO ALBUM

Las Migas

SOUNDCLOUD

Listen here a CD 
preview of 
"Libres"

mailto:alevillarreal%40escenamusic.com?subject=
https://soundcloud.com/user-115218115-155736368/sets/adelanto-libres-las-migas/s-SX3oqjmhNt0?si=73fe6909cd5b453c9248bd750bf8adb0
https://youtu.be/AVgUX-tKKEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQvm0MUDGjQ

